
BRANNIGAN FOODS STRATEGIC MARKETING PLANNING

Complete Marketing exercise of a Company that needs to make a repositioning Brannigan Foods Case Study Exercise
Brannigan Strategic Marketing Plan.

It took 5 years for the acquired line to break even, instead of the initial projection of two years. It would take a
large investment in advertising and promotion if they kept the acquired brands, if they changed into their own,
there was a greater risk of cannibalization and of losing shelf space in big retailers. The company cannot
ignore these product lines for achieving long term growth and maintaining its position as market leader in the
future. Competition: There is high competition in this category as consumer trends are leaning towards it. In
many developing and under-developed countries, the situation is dire: lack of modern health services,
illiteracy, poor economic conditions has created Should Prostitution Be Legalized? Bert Clark the Vice
president and Manager of the soup division asks four key managers to recommend a strategy. On the other
hand, it will be difficult for new brands to try to compete with Brannigan on their strongest products and in
which they are the unquestioned leader. Bringing their proposals together the cons of each of them are
mitigated. Stocking fees, returns and other charges for each new product brought it in were a constant factor
for Brannigan. These products are in mature stage and are in slow decline. Short term target is not being
achieved. In my opinion Clark needs to take action on the growing needs of the market before it is too late.
Cannibalisation was also a critical consideration. There is also the threat of retailers private label soups
becoming an increasing competitive force. Pros: the proposal addresses the markets new trends, avoiding the
risk and investment of a new acquisition and all risks it entails. Nonetheless making the 4 directors work
together would have a provided a team solution and a broader approach to the problem. Annabelles acquisition
did not meet expectations. Click here. Another possibility is that this strategy might alleviate cannibalization
from occurring on a larger scale when new products are produced and promoted to different segments.
However, such revenue has been showing a decline lately. Now, by choosing one particular approach, Clark
will have to find a way to involve all directors in this strategy. This point must be considered by Clark when
making his decision. Discuss changes to product, price, place and promotion that may be needed. Brannigan
Foods: Strategic Marketing Planning Brannigan Foods is a food products company that had experienced a
decrease in profit in their soup division. Management Considerations Clark relied on the advice of his four
senior colleagues in order to help him determine what actions would bring the best possible growth to the
division. Even though the Cost of Goods Sold is reducing due to increased gross profit margin, increased
marketing, cannibalization and interest expenses reduce the net profit margin over the next five years. Not
only is this group brand loyal, but they are also heavy consumers of soup who maintain a good stock in the
pantry year round. Case study solutions by top business students. The reasoning behind picking these two
plans goes as follow: Investing in the core is currently the least risky option since it focusses on the most
successful products of the division instead of introducing new products. Core customers remain satisfied and
new groups are free to try products target to them. Proposal 2 Acquire product lines to complement the core
growing sectors -Claire Mackey, Director of Finance and Planning As companies geared toward the new
consumer trend of health entered the soup market. Bob aimed to take back the market by decreasing the price
a little and reaching more consumers. Then also noteworthy is the proposal by Anna Chong which goes in a
very different direction but is as well an interesting approach. The financial model and cash flow of this
project by itself is weak and does not reward the extra-effort in the short-term. Dry soups are another segment
that is growing.


